Burning Garage In Stadium Illegal Under Pollution Laws

The College's method of disposing refuse by burning it in Lewisohn Stadium is in violation of the City Air Pollution Control laws.

According to Benjamin Jacobs—head of the City Department of Air Pollution Control, if the fires in the stadium are detected by a department inspector, the College will be summoned to a hearing and asked to "cease and desist."

Mr. Robert Petross, Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds, asserted that the College is not aware of any smoke control violations and that the matter had never been brought up before. He said that he did not care to give a sworn in answer to the inspection.

53% Opposed To Extending Vote to 18's

Fifty-three percent of City College students are against lowering the voting age to eighteen according to a survey of 382 students conducted by the Observer.

At the meeting of the City College Student Council, Mr. Harry Pollak was chosen as the college's representative to the Student Federal Council Sanitation Committee. The council also discussed the need for better ventilation in the gym, the College bookstore, and the main building.

New Student Union Agency
Set Up by Student Council

A new Student Union agency was set up by Student Council last night. The agency will represent the student body in all matters concerned with the Student Union building.

The proposal to form the agency was made by Manny Halper, SC President and Ira Klosk, co-Chairman of the FLU Committee.

At present six advisory committees are planning various facets of the student-operated student service, finance, government structure and social functions.

The co-chairmen of the six committees, who were appointed by Dr. Alton Lewis, (Director, Student Union), are entitled to vote on a core committee which reviews all proposals suggested by the various committees.

The new agency will consist of representatives from all the five existing Transition Committees and will also advise the College administration on all matters concerning the Student Union building, and will become the Student governing body of the Union when it opens in the fall.

Move to Alter SFCSA Plan
Turned Down

A resolution which would radically change the structure of the Student-Faculty Committee on Student Affairs (SFCSA) has been withdrawn in order not to influence President Gallagher's decision on the administration of the City's basketball program.

"The BHE should be a co-dependent in any investigation," the resolution stated.

Council also requested the BHE to "turn over to Holman's attorney a complete stenographic transcript for all parts of the BHE proceedings for which such records were kept."

The resolution stated that "we are of the firm belief that the majority of faculty and students associated with the basketball scandal flows in the last analysis, from the commercial and "big-time" atmosphere generated directly by the student body was defeated by a 2-2 vote."

Sanitation does not provide adequate conditions for the residents of the area.

At the meeting Monday night the board debated a motion to turn over to Mr. Holman his attorney such portion of the discussion as was recorded by the stenotypist. The vote on the motion was not disclosed. The BHE then voted to approve the formal minutes of the March 3 session but this was not done unanimously.

Ira Klosk
Suggested Innovation

Holman Minutes 'Inaccurate', BHE 'Afraid': Says Attorney

The formal minutes of the meeting at which Holman's minutes were inaccurate were read Tuesday by James V. Hayes, attorney for Holman.

The minutes of the March 3 meeting of the BHE were released Monday night but Hayes declared that the board was "afraid to give out a stenographic transcript of the meeting."

At the meeting Monday night the board debated a motion to turn over to Mr. Holman his attorney such portion of the discussion as was recorded by the stenotypist. The vote on the motion was not disclosed. The BHE then voted to approve the formal minutes of the March 3 session but this was not done unanimously.

Hayes further said that he was not surprised that the board voted against releasing the transcript, "It's typical," he declared, "of the whole treatment of the case and the further evidence of the board's arbitrary and illegal conduct."

The transcript of the proceedings is necessary according to Mr. Holman's attorney, in order to prepare an appeal to the Commissioner of Education or to the courts.

Joseph B. Cavallaro, chairman of the BHE, last week refused to release the transcript of the meeting, stating that an attorney is not entitled to a statement of
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-59% of the female students opposed it. Only two students expressed a belief that age and exercise their right as citizens.

Ten percent of Buildings and Grounds were qualified to vote, only 37% felt qualified to vote, only 37% felt qualified to vote, only 48% of the girls interviewed were qualified to vote. Although 61% of the students interviewed under the legal voting age felt they were personally qualified to vote, only 37% that eighteen-year-olds in general were qualified.

Girls Doubtful

When broken down further, the OP poll showed that 75% of the men between 18 and 21 considered themselves as meeting the necessary requirements but only 48% of the girls interviewed under the age of 21 felt themselves qualified to vote. All but 3% of the over 21 group considered themselves qualified to vote and realize their right as citizens.

As to what the requirements for voting should consist of, 67% of the female students expressed a belief that age and education should be prime factors, while only 12% went on record as favoring military service for voting. The lastburn was not disclosed. The necessary requirements but only the only clause represented in the Student-body—student government."
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The Next Step
A recent examination of City College history causes us to ask ourselves a rather surprising question. In our enthusiasm for the Presidential Report, have we been over-selling it?

For judging by what has come before, this Report is not a step forward. Surely the progress that can be achieved through the medium of democracy is not comparable, for example, to the original creation of Student Council by the then president, John H. Finley. Or for that matter, the Report is not such a move as was the 1942 formation of the College’s irresponsible actions seems unlikely.

Unfortunately the majority of the faculty advocates of the Report are not available at this time. In an effort to fill this void, we have spoken editorially on the matter, trying to assure President Gallagher that there is strong support for this modest but much needed advance.

We believe City College is once again ready to move forward. The city is many upon us, just as they are upon the new system at Fordham. We cannot afford to stand still.

Where Credit Is Due
One of the pleasant surprises of this semester has been the smooth and efficient operation of Student Council. Running a student government is a tough job generally, but Manny Halper has put his nose to the grindstone and the results are steadily becoming apparent.

Chief accomplishment of this term’s Council has been the recruiting of over one hundred students to man its agencies. This means that these groups instead of just talking will finally begin working.

Other concrete benefits of student government include the student-faculty teas, the film program, Academic Freedom week program, and the leadership training courses now beginning. The new Committee system has resulted in serious consideration of all legislation, and repetition of last year’s irresponsible actions seems unlikely.

If the good work done so far is kept up for the rest of the semester, Manny Halper and his Council will have done an exceptional job.

Our Two-Wheeled Friends
Do not dismiss what you are about to read lightly.

We maintain that the College needs a bicycle rack. The growth and daily evident of this need. Bicycles are strown about the campus locked to a fence here and grillwork there. These vehicles are forced to lie in dim Philosophy, naked to the advances of predatory thieves. Must this be tolerated? Must we go on living in disarray—naked to the eyes of many are upon us, just as they are upon the steady growth of democracy at the College that we find much greater a move than was the 1942 formation of the Student Council by the then president, John H. Finley. Or for that matter, the Report is not such a move as was the 1942 formation of the College’s irresponsible actions seems unlikely.

The eyes of many are upon us, just as they are upon the steady growth of democracy at the College that we find much greater a move than was the 1942 formation of the Student Council by the then president, John H. Finley. Or for that matter, the Report is not such a move as was the 1942 formation of the College’s irresponsible actions seems unlikely.

Your reports to the Managing Board, Dave Peffer, Melinda Farber, and Joan Snyder, will be appreciated.

This publication is supported in part by student fees.
Adolph Leschnitzer
Professor of History

The American Tobacco Company

LUGGIES TASTE BETTER
When you come right down to it, you smoke for one simple reason - enjoyment. And smoking enjoyment is all a matter of taste. Yes, taste is what counts in a cigarette. And Luckies taste better.

Two facts explain why Luckies taste better. First, L.S./M.F.T. - Luckies Strike means fine tobacco - light, mild, good-tasting tobacco. Second, Luckies are actually made better to taste than any brand, firm, fully packed to draw freely and smoke evenly.

So, for the enjoyment you get from better taste, and only from better taste, Be Happy - Go Lucky. Get a pack or a carton of better-tasting Luckies today.

LUGGIES TASTE BETTER
CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER!
Sport Scene

By Joe Marcus

Three Lavender fencers are going to the University of Chicago this weekend to compete in the National Intercollegiate Fencing Championships. Aubrey Seeman will represent the Beavers in the events, while Harvey Miller will participate in the tournements and Dick Susco will be the Lavender entry in the sabre championships. Aubrey is expected to gain more of the points for the Beaver swordsmen. The last time a City man took any honors in the meet was in 1952. Hal Goldsmith dropped only one match in twenty-four bouts to take the National Foils Championship last year.

In preparation for the National Collegiate 123-pound wrestling championships, Steve Levin will enter this week's NY Sr. AAU title event. Steve is about five pounds over the weight limit of the National Championships but expects to be in top-notch shape for the matches in Oklahoma. Coach Joe Supora stated that Steve is developing into one of the all time great CCNY wrestlers and has an excellent chance in the Nationals. Steve won the most bouts in the team during the regular season but as a 130-pounder. Coach Supora hopes that the Beavers will be able to improve on last year's record although they will still face several of the toughest teams in the nation. Marv Zaro had an excellent chance to capture the Metropolitan Jr. AAU title last Saturday, but was forced to withdraw after the second round.

The boxing team wasn't invited to the annual Eastern Intercollegiate Boxving Championships. They were defeated by rated Syracuse University and Fordham. The only match that the Beavers won was against Howard University. Coach Marguerite Wulffer expressed satisfaction with the fine play of the women's basketball team, which wound up the season with a commendable 7-4 record. She complimented the charges on their fine play and spirit. The Beavers won their first six games and then dropped the next four in a row. Coach Supora hopes that the Beavers will be able to improve on last year's record although they will still face several of the toughest teams in the nation. Marv Zaro had an excellent chance to capture the Metropolitan Jr. AAU title last Saturday, but was forced to withdraw after the second round.

Bob Bickston, who led the scoring for the Brucemen, is developing into one of the all time great CCNY wrestlers and has an excellent chance in the Nationals.

The title of "Mr. Intercollegiate" will be presented to the outstanding college wrestler of all the matches in Oklahoma. Coach Joe Sapora stated that Steve Levin is a definite candidate for the title.

City Nimrods End Campaign

The rifle team completed the season with an 11-4 league record by beating Rutgers, 1354-1295, last Saturday. The Beavers finished fifth in the animal's second consecutive year. Paul Ohlman led St. John's in one-half game in the race for top laurels. This Saturday the nimrods will compete in the Eastern section of the National Intercollegiate Championships at Kings Point. At Mass, John Miller, Walter Bickston, who led the scoring against Rutgers with 280, Sal Notenba and Harvey Inveitch, who hit for 287 will present the College.

Coach Richard Hoffman expects West Point, St. John's and Fordham to finish the top Eastern competition.

He called this "a successful season" for his charges. "We practiced well and worked hard all year," he said.

Basketball??

Basketball will reach its lowest ebb this afternoon when theuggy stalwarts of Campus attembe to maintain "a weakness but determined" OP five in the Metro series at 1:30. Dave Polansky, looking for basketball in its most natural form, will referee. Prediction: OP by Campus may even win until eleven before showing up.

How the stars got started

Alan Ladd says: "I was a Hollywood stuntman. One day I fell 20 feet off a scaffold. I wasn't hurt, but I decided acting was safer. I went to acting school, played bit parts ... finally I lost my part in "This Gun for Hire."

I learned smoking CAMELS because so many of my friends did. Once I started, I knew CAMELS were for me. For Mildness and Flavor, you can't beat 'em!

for Mildness and Flavor--CAMELS AGREE WITH MORE PEOPLE THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE!